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ABSTRACT

In this paper we estimate the effect of income and wage rates

on the labor supply of men and women, ages 20-24. Economic theory

predicts a positive substitution effect and; providing leisure is

a normal good, a negative income effect. In general, we do find

such effects empirically. The magnitude of the results depends

very heavily on whether or not we control for the young person's

school status.



In, ord,er to predict, the· ,magnitude of such reduct:ions;.
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THEEEFECT OF'INCOME, AND WAGE'RATES'.oN"THE:

LABOR., SUPPLY OF', YOUNG, MEKANU,WOMEN\'

INTRODUCTION

While static: economic theo.ry: predicts,that'mostincometransEe'r

pro;grams will lead·to' reduc,t,ions ,in the. labor'; supply .of prog.ram· hene::-'i'

fic'iaries" the theory' has nothfng:to say aboy,t, ,the magn·itude of,' slich,'

reductions.
l

the labor'sup,p,ly' schedul,e of potential beneficiaries must· be' known,~

In. previous 'pap'ers; we pre:s,ented:. estimate,s' of the' effects~::of, income'

and. wage rates, on: ,the laboE supply: of prime' age- mal,eRand'",females. ' In'

this, pap:er we: presen,tand dis:cuss; similar results, for, younger meIT' and

2
women, those, aged 20...24,., '

Young males:' work lesK than prime; age males. As"Table, 1 indicates,

however, those not' in school work.ahout. as ,much asprime'age males.', ,The:

differenc,e betwe,en, thelabo.r supp;ly of young;: and, prime; age maleso,is,.,

therefore,. attributable" to school. Fox single femaI.es" the' .dif:ferent:±aL,

by age (for those no,t in school) is a litt,le largeE than 'for males"., but

it, is, still not very dramati,c. Fo:r.marri,ed women, orr' the': other hand,

the, younger, ,women, work more: than: the·' prime: ag.e group:, (with' or wi.thout~"

standardizing. .fOr diff'e':r-ences:·in status;, of children).,

Probably, the most:.interesting,?spect of the; labor: supply;de,cisioIT" ,

of young: pe:ople. is', 'its: inte:r,connec.t:±on.withthe, decfsion"of, ho.w,,' much,

tittle to spend in',school,. Just as" married'women: 'and femal,e', heads,:allQ...,.·

catf> their, tittle"be'tween maEke't work,;' home, work, and·leiaure, young;"peo.pIe~:"

allocate'the'ir, time"betwe:err,:'marketLwo:r'k-":,, schaol,,: anck,leis,ure'.', In this,,' ',':

,1



TABLE 1.

SEO Mean Values for Married and Single Males and N

Single Females, Ages 20-24

Married Males Single Males Single Females
Not Living with Parents Living with Parents Living with Parents, no Kids

No No No
Total Schoola Schoola 25-54 Total Schoola Schoola 25-54 Total Schoola Schoola 25-54

HLFA 1868 828 1999 1965 1026 479 1678 1791 1197 498 1621 1771

HEMPA 1805 810 1931 1918 943 455 1526 1668 1126 485 1514 1720

EMPDUMA .98 .86 1.00 .98 .88 .84 .92 .93 .88 .83 .90 .92

HWKSW 38.2 21. 7 40.8 41 19.7 9.1 30.2 36 23.1 8.4 30.2 35.8

HWKSW 2. 40 34.0 21.1 36.0 35 17 .4 8.1 26.7 31 21.3 6.7 28.4 32.3

WKDUMSW .90 .68 .94 .91 .52 .31 .73 .80 .61 .34 .75 .85

SLY .11 .54 .38

SLW .14 .50 .33

ACTLY 1.00 .96 .94

ACTLW .95 .85 .82

P.W. 2.65 2.87 2.62 3.53 2.25 2.23 2.27 2.90 2.08 2.21 2.01 2.38

NEY3b 52 83 47 277 826 1006 670 295 920 1162 823 724

NEYlb 75 150 63 300 866 1048 684 313 991 1224 877 744

OthEarn 1630 2925 1423 1666 9402 11550 7253 1057 9070 10899 8179 2789

AnnEarn 4932 3445 5169 6770 1977 1159 2796 5562 1925 680 2532 4075

TotInc 6637 6520 6655 8736 12245 13757 10733 6619 11986 12803 11534 7608

N 589 81 508 6263 612 306 306 613 464 152 312 392

aSchool status refers to the survey week, with the exception of the means for the annual labor supply measures. The mean
total incomes for married males, single males, single females, all married women, married women with children, and married
women without children are 5862, 13547, 12433, 11715, 5855, 5878, and 5839 respectively for those in school during the year
and 6735, 10693, 11714, 7143, 6679, and 8199 respectively for those not in school during the year. These values were used in
calculating the income elasticities for the annual measures of labor supply.

bNEYl includes miscellaneous NEY (e.g., scholarships) while NEY3 does not.
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Total,

TABLE lA

Nean Values for Wives, Ages 20-24
~Not Living with Parents or ~±tli Ch{ld > 5)

Child < 6

-j

Net Child

3.04
~ .. i

2.171.91

146
"

3'8

404 77 251

4704 5713 i934
"

655827 870
,

6660 88405935

il 349 2384

2.9~ 2.21 2.24

3'0 76

3'05 136 574,.
5200 U493720

1237 2800 iUs
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104~85262 8136
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108

5488

1455

795.1

539

" a
School

518

507
.jj

.;~

9:7

9 :5

: i

3:'00
Ui,)

7i
~ '"34p

46~~

1092

.55'61

31

No
" aSchool'

838

797
,:,

.61

1~:6

i4.l

~4b
,- ."

2.'01

4~
§s

5553
1474

- ",,: -,;

7122

508

25-54

694

671
.51

-'.'

12

13

·V

2.19

4H
4'43

82~;

1476

1020i

6662

Total

511
'. '.

472

.49

9~6

9.i
.27
j\s
~Bj

.29jB
-1,t:

L95
42
s7

57'65

1368
6660

360

Schoola

33i

337

.79

7.7
7.3

.45

No
Schboia

521

480

.47

9.~

;~.3

:49

25-54

3130
367

.35

'7
7

.20
.';:

Total

i407

b67
;8~
:,"",,-,-

23.7

23.3

.65

.16
"

:".
. 11

.93

.71
2.30

60
150

5054

2625

7829

179

schoola

640

618

.76
.;.

10.7

10.7

.40

No
Schoola

1560

1516

.91

25.2

24.8

.67

25-54

1089
ios3

.68
-~ ~'.5

19

2'0
:,:;

.54

a",,",', ",,' ,,' ," , ' " , ' ,' .. ',' , '""" ' , ,School status refers to the survey week, with the exception of the means for the annuallaborsupp1y measures. , The mean
f'otal :i.ncoin~s for marriedmales, sipgle males; single females, all married wome~, married w6in~n with children, and marrfea
"%mep. without chilaren are 586,2, 135~7, .12433, 11715, 5855~ 58T8, ~nd 5839 respectively for those irtschobi during the y~~r
alld6735, 10693, 11714, 7143, 6679, and 8;1.99 re~pect:i.vely for those not in school during the year'. 'The~'e vai~e's ~et-:e us~d in
c~lc~iating the income elasticities for th~ annual measures of labor supply. ' ' 'u'
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paper the role of education is nearly as important as the role it plays

in the lives of young people. Many of our a priori expectations about

the relative magnitudes of income and substitution effects among the

young derive from this critical role of education in young people's ,lives.

In addition, the close relationship of the decisions to work and to go to

school create some estimation problems.

In the first section of the paper we present our basic models

describe the data that we shall use for testing the models and discuss

our a priori expectations with regard to the magnitude of (and biases

in) the various elasticity estimates. In the second section we present

income elasticity estimates for married men, single men, and single

women. Similar estimates for married women are presented in section III

while wage and substitution elasticities are discussed briefly in section

IV. The final section contains a very brief summary and conclusion.

I. MODEL FOR ESTIMATION

While the decisions of how much to work and how much to go to school

are at least in part simultaneous ones, our primary interest is in the

labor supply decision.. Consequently we begin the analysis by focusing

on a reduced form labor supply equation which captures both the direct

and indirect (through education) effects of income on labor supply. This

constitutes a significant departure from previous studies of the labor

supply and/or school enrollment studies of young men and women. While

there have been several studies of the determinants of school enrollment,

activity status,3 and the labor supply of young people not enrolled in
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schobl.,to ourknowl.edge there have been:no cross...se.ctioncil studies of

the labor supply of young people whichinclud~dstudents•

. The problem with confining a labor supply study to nonstudents is

that since school status itself is affected by. income. and:'wage' rate~,

the income and substitution effects obtained from a nonstudent sample

will be biased. In particular, to the', extent that capital. mark~tsar.e

.imp.erfect .and/or education .is . a consump.tion good, income will have. a

positive effect on school attendance and thereby.a negative effect on

the labor supply of students. Consequently,confilling.the sample. to

nonstudents will lead to a. s.erious.underestimate of the negative income

. effect: on the .labor supply of' young ..people. Moreover as, we argue below,

the income elasticity of labor supply is likely to be much larger . among

students than .among nonstudents.

Perhaps economists have excluded students from consideration in

. their·estimation of labor supply functions for the young. because of the

.obviously important distinction. between leisure' and schooling . But concep

tuallTthedistinction between.housework and leisure is just as important. 4

Yet this latter distinctionhas.not deterred'economists from. estimating

market labor supply functions for wives. As a· res.ult we.:have. learned

quite· a bit about the. labor "supply' behavior of wives. By'pursuing a

similar path for youn.g· .peop.le we hope to gain similar insights.

In addition to· examining the labor supply behavior of all young

people ina reduced form equation which ignorestheyoung.pe:rson's school

status, we will also "examine .the. extent· to which . the income:~ffects50n

labor supply are attributable to the indirecteffects·thrmlgh.schooling.

;Moreover ,we shalles.timate:the;effect· of .income. on.. schooling and also
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the effect of income on labor supply holding schooling constant. Finally,

we will compare the income and substitution elasticities of labor supply

of those in and out of school.

II. DATA BASE AND VARIABLES

Our analysis is based on the Survey of Economic Opportunity (SEO),

which was conducted in 1966 and 1967 as a supplement to the Current

Population Survey. Data were collected from 30,000 households, consisting

of (1) a national self-weighting sample of 18,000 households and (2) a

supplementary sample of 12,000 households from areas with a large percen

tage of nonwhite poor. We use only the 1967 self-weighting portion of

the sample in our ana1ysis.
6

A. Labor Supply Measures

Numerous measures of labor supply can be constructed from the SEO

data. Adult household members were asked how many hours they worked last

week, how many weeks they were employed l~st year, and whether they

normally worked full or part time last year. Paid vacation and paid sick

leave are included in the SEO definition of weeks employed but not in the

definition of hours worked in the survey week. In addition, adults who

worked less than 50-52 weeks or less than full time during most weeks were

asked to give the major reason why they were less than full-time workers.

(Unfortunately, adults who worked less than full time in the week prior to

the survey were not asked why.) From the answers to these questions we

have constructed the following measures of labor supply:
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2. HEMPA

3.EMPDUM
A

4.,HWK
SW

= .the·productofweeksin;the·~abor.forceGweeks

'employed plus.weeksunemployed ) and f40if the
individual either ,normally .worked Lull time ',or
wanted to work full time or 20. if the individual

·voluntarily.worked part. time.

the "product of ,weeks employed .and 40 if ,the
individualnormallyworkedfull.time during .the
year or weeks employed and '20 if the individual
worked part time.

a dummy variable which assumes the value of 1 if
HEMPA > O.and zero if .HEIvlPA :;= O.

= -hours actually ~worked .duringthe ,:-s,urvey week.

5. "HWK
SW

.::.40 = HWI(SW or 40, whichever is smaller.

6.WKDUM
SW

= a dummy -variable ~qual to 1 if HTdK
SW

> 0 and zero
ifHWK

SW
= O.

There. are several important differencesamongthese"variahles.The

last five are .measures of .either t.ime· employed or time actually working,

while ,the first is a measure of time spent looking for work as well as

time .spent employed • Measures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, ;therefore, .aremo.re

likely to' reflect 'cro.ss-sectio.naldifferences in the .demand for as ewell

as the supply of .labor • (Since.inabilityto find a job leads to labor

force withdrawal in.:somecases, cross-sectional differences 'in,thedemand

for labor are also likely to be reflected in the _time-in-labor.force

m~asures!) .. In,particular, if as .isundoubtedlythecase, the tightness

of the market varies directly with skill level, lowwage',workers will be

. ·laid off moreoft.en and.rehired less rapidly than high wage workers.

Thus, the wage.ratecoefficientsinthesefivemeasures ,will be positively

biased.

On the other· hand, the ..allocation of 'time between search for::employ-

ment andactualemployment.is at least in part subject to the individual

"worker's contr,o.1. Moreover, c,we:expecttheindividual 's,decision.to be
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influenced by economic considerations. The larger the individual's non-

employment income, the better able is he to afford to spend time looking

for a satisfactory job. Similarly, the higher his potential wage rate,

the better able is he to afford to spend time looking for a satisfactory

job. But the higher his wage rate, the more costly is the time he spends

not working. If the substitution effect dominates, the wage rate coeffi

cient will be more positive in the time-employed than in the time-in-the

labor-force measures of labor supply. Thus, wage coefficients may be

more positive in the time-employed labor supply measures either because

the wage rate coefficients are more likely to inappropriately reflect

cross-sectional differences in the demand for as well as the supply of

labor or because these coefficients appropriately reflect the wage rate

elasticity of job-search time. Because it is not possible to determine

whether the differences between the time-employed and the time-in-the

labor-force measures are due to the first or second of these factors,

we will present results for both of these measures.

The variables also differ in the degree to which they are compre

hensive measures of labor supply. Our major focus in the discussion of

the results will be on the most comprehensive measures of HEMP
A

, HLF
A

,

HWKSW ' HWKSW ~ 40. Only the HWKSW variable measures overtime hours worked

during the week. The HWKSW ~ 40 variable is constructed in order to

facilitate the isolation of the overtime labor supply schedule. Since

HWKSW ~ 40 treats overtime labor supply as equivalent to full-time labor

supply, it is comparable to HEMP
A

, the major differences being that (1) it

contains a more continuous measure of hours worked during the week than

HE¥PA and, more important, (2) unlike HEMPA, it may be sensitive to
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The difference between the HWKSW and HWK< 40SW -

coefficients can be attributed to' the effects of overtime. There are

at least three reasons for separating out the effects of overtime. First,

doing so facilitates comparison with'our annual-hours~employedmeasure.

Second, the overtime labor supply of some groups ,is likely to be more

responsive to economic incentives. This would be particularly true of

prime age males, for example, who are expected to work full time but not
,.

necessarily overtime. Third, and closely related to the second point,

our ultimate interest is in using these estimat.ed labor supply schedules

to predict the labor supply reductions which would be induced by a nega-

tive income tax program. Since reductions from overtime to full-time

labor supply are almost certain to be more socially and politically accep-

table than reductions from full-time to less than full-time labor supply,

it is important to distinguish between these two kinds of labor supply

responsiveness.

In addition to the labor supply measures, we also use two measures

of schooling status as dependent variables. The first (SLW) indicates

whether the individual was enrolled in school during the survey week.

With regard to schooling last year, however, we only have information

on why an individual worked less than 50 weeks. Thus for our schooling

variable for last year (SLY), we assign a person a one if and only if

he worked less than 50 weeks and gave school attendance as the explanation.

Since leisure for the young can be more closely identified with time

not spent working or in school rather than just time not spent working,

we also include results where the dependent variable is activity status.

The first, activity status in the survey week (ACTLW) is a dummy variable
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with a value of one if the individual was either employed or in school

during the survey week. The second, activity status last year, (ACTLY),

is defined in analogous fashion.

Bo Unearned Income Measures

In order to derive an estimate of the effect of income on the labor

supply of an individual, it is necessary to have a measure of the income

that he has which does not depend on how much he works. Earnings of

other family members and family nonemployment income (NEY) are two sources

of income which do not depend directly on how much the individual works.

Unfortunately, in many instances they depend indirectly on how much he

works. We consider NEY first.

Reported NEY in the SEO includes family income from (1) Social

Security (old age, survivor's, and disability insurance [OASDI]) or

rai~road retirement, (2) pensions from retirement programs for govern

ment employees or military personnel or private employees; (3) veteran's

disability or compensation (VD); (4) public assistance, relief, or welfare

from state or local governments (PA); (5) unemployment insurance; (6) work

men's compensation, illness, or accident benefits (We); (7) other regular

income such as payments from annuities, royalties, private welfare, or

relief; contributions from persons not living in the household; and alimony

or Armed Forces allotments; (8) interest; (9) dividends; and (10) rent.

In addition, data are available on family assets. 8 Negative correlations

between components of NEY and labor supply may be observed for one of

three reasons: (1) NEY leads to reduced work effort, (2) involuntary

limitations on work effort lead to NEY, or (3) some third factor simul

taneously causes higher-than-average work effort. Only the first
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should be cons-ideredfor purposesoLestimating a.labor pupply'scheduie.
)

.. Correlations between·public,assistance,unemployment.compensation,

veteran's pensions, ,workmen's compensation, and retirement pensions on

the .one hand, and labor supply on the other hand,' are likely to.be

observed for either the second or third reason.

Consider public assistance. A priori"it is. impossible tocspecify

whether public assistance· beneficiaries work less in order to receive

aid, or receive aid because. of limitations in the work they can do. ,In,
the.latter case, public assistance payments should not. be included' in

NEY since causation runs the wrong way. But.consider for a moment the

implications of the former hypothesis. If beneficiaries work less ,in

order.to qualify for public assistance, nonbeneficiaries could'supposedly

do .. the same thing. That is, beneficiaries .. and nonheneficiaries with the

same potential wage rate face identical' budget constraints.
9

To attribute

their differences. in work effort to differences in NEY is erroneous.' .The

10differences in this case must be a result. of different tastes. Conse-

quently, whether the. (promised) receipt of public assistance leads to

reduced work effort or.vice·versa, public assistance paymentsshould'not

. be included in .NEy.
ll

The s.ame. arguments apply to unemployment compensation' (UC) benefici-

areis. ,If one assumes that the receipt: of UC depends upon involuntary

. cessation or reduction of work, clearly UC should not be'included in ,the

measure of NEY. This appears. to ,be a.reasonable assumption for at least

the initial qualification for benefits •.. Even if one ,assumes, that ,once

unemployed, the availability of ·.benefits induces less effort to,become

re~employed,:the budget.constr.aint of ·the short ...termunemployed·· person

,is identical to that of a longer-term unemployed who has an identical wage
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and lives in the same state. The difference in length of unemployment,

therefore, must in this case be attributed to differences in tastes.

Thus, De benefits should not be included in NEy. 12

Our treatment of workmen's compensation and veteran's disability

and pensions program benefits is similar to that of public assistance

and unemployment compensation benefits. We do not count we or VD

benefits as part of NEY. Most we benefits are paid for total temporary

disabilities. Because the benefits are paid for the length of the dis

ability, the benefit amount will normally be inversely correlated with

time spent working. The inclusion of we benefits in NEY would lead to

a spurious negative correlation in the NEY coefficient. Veteran's

disability payments like we payments are likely to be the best available

proxy for the severity of a health limitation on work effort, while the

veterans pension program is an income-tested program, which for our

purposes is similar to the public assistance program. Thus, payments

from either of these programs should not be counted in NEY.

To summarize, we do not include benefits from public assistance,

unemployment compensation, workmen's compensation or the veteran's pro

grams in our measure of NEY. Our first NEY variable is then the sum of

the remaining elements of reported NEY in the SEa, or the sum of interest,

dividends, rent, pensions, Social Security payments, and a miscellaneous

category called other nonemployment income. In practice, most of the NEY

is attributable to interest, dividends, and rent. Since scholarship income

is related to school attendance and thus to labor supply, we use a second

variable, NEY2, in all cases except where the analysis is limited to those

out of school. NEY2 is the same as NEYl except that the miscellaneous

category of NEY (including scholarships) is now excluded.
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As. indicated at the start· of this discussion, .however,·· the '5.EQreports

NEY onlyf.or families ,and not for individuals. Especially for young people

who are .livingwith.their parents, little if any ofthe.NEY may actually be

under the control of the. young person whom we. are considering. While .this

difficulty will bias our income estimates toward zero, there are other biases

working :in the 'opposite direction which we shall. discuss .in section IV.

In addition, to using. NEY, we can also use 'information ".on earnings

of other family members to generate income""'effect.estimates. Inparticu-

lar, husband's earnings can be used to generate. income estimates for wives

and thefam::i.ly head's income can .be used for young single people living

i h h ·13 U f 1 h· h'w tt e~r parents. n ortunate y, . owever, ~n 'many 'casest eearn~ngs

of other family members will also depend indirectly 'on the .labor supply

of the individual (e.g., a wife may. work .to put her husband through school).

c. Wage Rate Measures

The hourly wage ,rate in the SEQ is constructed by dividing normal

.,weekly earnings by .actual hours worked during the survey week • In

addition to ,being a before tax measure,there are two major problems

with this wage rate variable. First,it is missing for .all individuals

who did not work for wages during the survey week. Thus for demographic

groups in which many members do not work, e. g. , .students or wives, there

is.nomeasure of the actual hourly wage for ,large portions of the sample.

Even for.groups like married. men where almost everyone works, however,

dividing, normal earnings by~actual hours wo!ked may create serious. measure

inenterrors.in the .wage·:ratevariable. 14 The ,hourly wage rate is too low

,for allindividualswho'worked.:morehours than their normal work week :and

too. 4ighforall. individuals .who worked,' fewer hours :than ,their, normal ,work
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week. This kind of measurement error will normally bias the wage rate

ff ' . d 15coe 1C1ent towar zero.

A solution to both the missing wage rate and the measurement errors

in wage rate problems is to use a two-stage least squares regression

procedure. In a first stage, wage rates are regressed on a host of

demographic variables such as education, race, health, age, and location.

The coefficients of the independent variables are used to impute poten-

tial wage rates to individuals on the basis of their demographic charac-

teristics. In the second stage labor supply regression, the imputed

wage rate is used as the independent wage rate variable. The coefficient

of the imputed wage rate variable may be unbiased if the variables used

to derive the imputed wage rate have no direct effect on the labor supply.

Unfortunately, the variables used to impute the wage rate are likely

to have direct effects on labor supply. A brief examination of some of

the variables used to estimate the imputed wage rate will make this clear.

The first stage equation is as follows:

WR = WR (Age, Education, Race, Health Status, Current Location,

Dummy for Foreign Location at Age Sixteen, Dummy for Union

Membership.)

Health undoubtedly affects an individual's supply of labor independent

of his wage rate. Age may be a good proxy for tastes and may also reflect

demand factors. The demand for labor varies by race. Being blacks leads

to both lower wages and lower availability of work. Education not only

increases an individual's productivity but it may also change his tastes

and affect the nonpecuniary aspects of jobs which an individual can get.

It does not seem unreasonable to assume that those with more education

are most likely to have been socialized into a greater desire to work
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prpxy. that, we have for,· his , amhition'.,That is;!. it is reasonahl'e' to: aSS'l1I.rtre' I

that, on the average, individuals who'dr,op out. of school" earlier than,;~,j

average will not:only be,"less'.. bright .Jthairr average bUit lessambH:i'Ous'i'asi.,

well.

All: of:· the, variabl.es' di.scussed ,abov:e""withitheipossd.:JHie,i ,exc-ep,t>;i.on:"J

of, age, have .either pos;i;tive'dir~ctef:fects,'on both'. ,the' wage..:,Tat,-e;andl ,:

labor supply or· nega,t~vedirect, effects on bOithlvariables.: Consequen,tJy,'"

if ,they areexc:luded' 'fromthelabor supply eqwa,tion, the'impu:ted:'wag:e"

var,iable: will be"biased .upwards .•. , .. On the other, hand",. if. all the!·variables

are ancludedin' ,the>labon:, supplyregression",there'~\Tillbe no.independ.ent

variation, in wage- rates'. Unfortunately, theat,temp:t to, use a pot·ent;iab

wage variable inevitably leads· ,to thd.s "damned if, you do and, damned if .

you. don't" bind. Since ,formany'yoJing' people we· have no data on, actual

wages rates, we, are forced, to' usethe'potential wage. While we· do ,include:'

variable for .health.,: race"and::age>±n ou,r, :labor supp:lyequations we do'

not, use variables ' fob., education,. or,the; ,other determinants of,·the.potential

wage.

D• Funct ional Form'

We present results: only from regr§ssions in which we used. linear:

nonemployment income':andothe:.rr" (or "husband's) :earnings, var,iables, and

log linear reported wage' ratet,and·po.tentialwage'ratevariables... There'

were two'reasons, for' these }choices'. ,First" these"fuhct,iona:l forms'

generally ..provided,the,bes·t fib Second.,:the linear and log linear,

wage. rate coefficient's: are:theteas.ies:t,'onesito' convert into', crudees ti,...,

matesiof·,...percentage/reductions.',.in, labor . supply .which would. result'from;

NIT ' ., , h' , f 'd . d" , 16; .., '. programs. w~t/spe~~. J.e,·.guaranteescan ,:-;taX:Lrates·...
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E. Other Independent Variables

In addition to the income and wage rate variables, our SED regres-

sions for young people include the following independent variables:

(1) HPRELY = a dummy variable which is equal to one if health
prevented the individual from working entirely the
previous year.

(2) HLIMLY = a dummy variable equal to one if health prevented
the individual from working part of the previous
year.

(3) HPRE = a dummy variable equal to one if the individual
has a long term health disability which prevents
him from working.

(4) HLIMA = a dummy variable equal to one if the individual
has a long term disability which limits the amount
of work he can do.

(5) HLIMK a dummy variable equal to one if the individual
has a long term health disability which limits
the kind of work he can do.

(6) HLIMKA = a dummy variable equal to one if the individual
has a long term health disability which limits
the kind and amount of work he can do.

(7) BLACK = a dummy variable which is equal to one if'the
individual's race is Negro.

(8) OTHRAC = a dummy variable which is equal to one if the
individual's race is neither Caucasian nor Negro.

(9) FAMSIZ = a set of dummy variables for family sizes of two,
three, four, five, six, seven, or more.

(10) AGE = a set of dummies for ages 21, 22, 23, and 24.

(11) NTWTH family's total assets which bear no monetary return.

The health status variables overlap to some extent. The HPRELY,

HPRE, HL IMA, HLIMK, and HLIMKA variables are designed to measure long

term disabilities. The HLIMLY variable in contrast may reflect a long

term disability but it is more likely to reflect the effect of an episodic
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il1n~ss on labor suppJ,.y th~ preyi01,ls year. UnfortuP.;itely,th~reis po.,

questioP in, the SEQ .which can,capt1,lrethe il1fLu~nQe qf such. i3,p ep;Lsodic

illn~$$on 1,agor supply-during th~ surveywe~k.

The large!:'.' a family, the mor~ incoI(le the familY requires to ma.in- , .

ti3,in a given per cap;Ltasti3,pdg.rd of living. Ass~.lJ:n;Lng thg.t ~:ta$tes for

st.;ind.;irdS oCJ,.iying do pot varY with:famHy size, then, cet~'.d.s paribm"

th~ largerthe:famiJ.y, theJ;llore i3,n individUi3,l should work... This is the

rat;i.oni3,J:.~.for" the ipcll1sion of a set of family siz~ dummies.

The tworaci.;il, varii3,bles are ;Lnclucledto refl~ct any effects of

disc1;"imin.;ition onth~ <iemg.nd Sid~ of the mark~t, while the ag~ dUmmi~s

may reflect diHe1;"epces·in ),aPQr demi3,n,d or differences in tastes for.

w01;"kyis.,-g.",.vis schooling or 1eislJre.

Finally, while the NTWTH vari.;ible may be viewed i3,S an alternative

mei3,Sure of the income ef;l:e<::t on labor supply, for reasons discussed in

footnote .4, the. NTW'l'H coeff;i.c;i.ept, is almost certain to be positively

bigsed .....

F.. SaI(lpleS.

A few.grpups of ind;i.yid1,lg.ls were exclu(h~<i from. each of the .demographic

gr()1,lps thi3,t we i3,n.;ilyz~<i. For ,~xample, we exduded individuals serving in.

th~ Armed ForG~s either in the week previous to the SEC.) survey or during.

the previQ1,ls year. The SEQmeg.sure· of time employed consists of time

employed.as. a civilii3,n ... In i3,ddit:Lon, most male members of the Armed

Forces' are $erv;i.ng inYQlunti3,rilY while our.interest is in vo11,lntary labor,

supply. Next· we ,ex<::lude<i individ1,lg.l$. who reported.· that they did not work

at g.ll <iur:Lpg .the' previo1,1s·.yeardue to institutionalization because, gy.

--_..__ .. _--_._-_._---- ---.._------._---
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definition, the labor supply of individuals who cannot work will be

invariant with differences in wage rates and nonemployment income. We

excluded the self-employed because it is impossible to separate the

returns to labor from the returns to capital for the self-employed. As

a result, their wage rates and nonemployment income are likely to be

mismeasured, and the wage rate and labor supply coefficients are likely

to be biased.

For single people, we excluded those not living with their parents,

mainly because these people would have very little NEY or other earnings

from which income-effect estimates could be generated. As a result we

excluded about fifteen percent of the single males and thirty percent

of the single females. For married men and women we excluded those

living with their parents since NEY and other earnings would have very

different meanings for such individuals and since there are very few

people in this situation (e.g., only 14 males). We also excluded wives

with children greater than five, partly to facilitate comparisons with

older wives and partly because the few wives who have had children at a

very early age may have atypical tastes for homework versus market work.

We also excluded wives whose health prevented them from working since we

believe they would have little incentive to misrepresent their health

status. As a result of those exclusions 60 wives were eliminated from

our sample.

III. A PRIORI EXPECTATIONS

Because time spent in school is a societally approved alternative

to time spent in market work, there is less social pressure for young
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men than for prime age men to w.ork. Even YOUl;J.gmen not'in school,

particularly single young men, are apt to encounter lesssoc.ial pre,ssure

to work' than prime age men because our society tends to be more. toler- .

ant .. of deviant·· behavior among. young males than among prime age. males.

As.a consequence of there being less social pressure on young males

than on prime age males to work, economic factors should playa larger

role in the decision by young.men of how much to work. Thusweexpec.t

larger income and substitution elasticities for all young males taken

together than· for pr.ime age· males.

Since young females,are probably under somewhat less pressure to

work than young males, we expect slightly larger income elasticities

for young single females than for. single males (at least once we

standardize for school status). On the other hand, the income elasticity

for young single females may be lower than for older single females since

young singles may be very oriented toward saving up a nest egg before

marrying and having children.

We expect married males not in. school, to have.very small income

and substitution effects because they face.nearly as'much social pressure

to work as prime married males. Due to the fact that they are sub- .

jected.to,much less social pressure to work than either young married

.males or prime age single males, yo.ung single males not .in school sho.uld

have larger income and substitution effects than both groups.17 For two

reasons we expect the. income and substitutio.l1. elasticities of labor supply

to. be about equal' for married.and single men in, school.and the income

elasticity. of both gro.ups to be larger than those for young men not in

sc.hool. First, there is little or no social pressure for married or

single students to work. Thus if there is, .sufficient other inco.me, young
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males in school will work little or not at all. Second, and closely

related, to the extent that capital markets are imperfect, a student

without sufficient income to finance his education and living expenses

must work. While the absence of social pressure to work suggests a

larger substitution elasticity for those in school, the need for students

to devote their time to studying suggests that the substitution effect

may not be large. On balance, therefore, it is difficult to predict the

relative magnitude of the substitution effects for those in and out of

school.

Finally, we expect income to have a positive effect on schooling

because of (1) imperfections in the capital market and (2) the consump

tion value of schooling. With regard to the effect of wage rate changes

(holding income constant), a higher wage will increase the opportunity

cost of schooling but it may also increase the future economic benefits

of schooling (assuming positive relations between the initial wage rate,

innate ability, and ability to profit from schooling). Thus there may

or may not be any substitution effect on schooling.

IV. BIASES

There are likely to be serious biases in both our wage rate and

income coefficients, particularly in regressions which do not control

for school status. When school status is not controlled for the wage

rate coefficients are likely to have a negative bias because on the

one hand holding age constant, an individual still attending school is

likely to have completed more years of school than a nonattender and

therefore will have a higher potential wage rate. But because he is
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bias should be more severe among the young because the lower social and

economic pressures to work allow differences in ambition to have more

effect on labor supply.

Both of our estimates of the effect of income on schooling

are likely to be negatively biased. Because at least part of NEY

represents inherited wealth, class differences in tastes for schooling

will almost certainly be more closely associated with NEY than the

earnings of a young married males' spouse and may also be more closely

associated with NEY than with the earnings of a young single male's

parents. Thus this taste bias in the effect of income on school atten

dance will probably be more pronounced for NEY but it will also exist

for OTHERN. In addition, NEY may also represent direct effects of

wealth as well as income. (Except when we limit the analysis to those

out of school, we have eliminated the miscellaneous category from NEY

to avoid attributing a spurious labor supply effect to scholarship

income.)

On the other hand, for young married men the OTHERN coefficients

will be negatively biased because how much the spouse works and earns

depends at least in part on whether or not she must help finance her

husband's education. Similar arguments may also apply to a lesser extent

to the results for head's earnings for single people.

v. INCOME EFFECT ESTIMATES FOR YOUNG MALES AND SINGLE WOMEN

The NEY and OTHERN (or head's earnings, HE, for single people since

mothers may work to help put children through school) coefficients from

several regressions are presented in Table 2. The first six rows of the
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table present the coefficients from regressions, where the six alternative

measures of labor supply, HLFA' HEMPA' m1PDill1A, HWKSW ~ 40, HWKSWand

WKDill1SW are the dependent variables. In these regressions, school status

was not used as an independent variable. The next four rows present the

coefficients from regressions where school status last year (SLY) school

status last week (SLW), activity status (working or schooling vis-a-vis,

neither) during the previous year (ACTLY) and during the survey week (ACTLW)

are the dependent variables. In Table 3 the corresponding income elastic

ities are presented and where relevant those of prime age males are also

presented.

Almost all of the income coefficients from the labor supply equations

have the expected negative sign. While many of the OTHERN (or HE) coeffi

cients are highly significant, most of the NEY coefficients have large

standard er~ors and are therefore only marginally significant or statisti

cally insignificant even though the absolute values of the coefficients

are generally greater for NEY than for OTHERN (or HE). Although both the

OTHERN and NEY coefficients for the married men are larger than the

corresponding coefficients for the single men, the relative magnitude

of the coefficients is somewhat misleading. The single young people work

less than young married men and since they live with their parents they

also have more income. Thus, as depicted in Table 3, the income elastic

ities of labor supply for young single males are often larger than the

income elasticities for young married males.

On the other hand, the income elasticities are relatively low for

single females. As we shall see later, these differences by sex are

considerably reduced once we standardize for school attendance. Thus the
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.,...03 ~.04 ...,.04
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OE NEY
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greater school enrollment among young men appears to be the main factor

responsible for the sex differential.

In comparing the results for young people with our earlier results

for the prime age groups, our expectations are generally confirmed. The

labor supply of young males is far more elastic than that of prime age

males. For females, however, the reverse is true. In this case social

pressures may not be too great for any age group and young single females

may be eager to accumulate a nest egg before marriage.

A large part of the negative income effects on labor supply for

young people should be attributable to the positive income effect on

school attendance. The coefficients and elasticities in the seventh and

eighth rows of Tables 2 and 3 support this hypothesis. All of the coeffi

cients are positive. Again while the OTHERN (and HE) coefficients all

have very small standard errors, the standard errors of the NEY coefficients

are much larger.

Note that in contrast to the labor supply income elasticities, the

school attendance elasticities for married men are much larger than those

for single men or women. (A much smaller percentage of married men than

single men or women attend school--as indicated in Table 1.) There are,

however, reasons to believe that the married OTIIERN and NEY coefficients

are more seriously biased in a negative direction than the single coeffi

cients. As argued above, the married OTHERN coefficients will be biased

because the wife's decision of how much to work is dependent on whether

or not her husband decides to go to school. The NEY coefficient is also

likely to be seriously biased because it represents a wealth and a taste

effect as well as an income effect. In contrast much less of the NEY for
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single men. or women is .likely to represent inherited we.althhecause it

is dominated by. parent's NEY.

While the income elasticity of labor supply among young males is

greater than that among prime age males, .it is not necessarily the

case that 'the demand for leisure is more elastic since time spent in

School is 'not leisure. The coefficients reported in rOW$ nine and ten

in Table 2 are derived from regressions where activity status is the

dependent 'variable. If the individual is either in school or at work

during the year (ACTLY) or the survey week (ACTLW) he is considered to

be active. Only a few of the coefficients are negative. (During the

year, all married men were .either in school or at work 'at;: one time or

another.) The positive coefficients, probably reflect differences in

the demand for different skill classes of labor. Young people from very

low-income families are not only less likely to be in school but more

important, of all those not in school they are most likely to have

difficulty in finding a job. In any case, these results do suggest that

while the income elasticity of labor supply of young males is high, the

income elasticity of their demand for leisure is low and verhaps even

positive.

Since a large part of the negative income effect on labor supply

is attributable to the positive income effect on schooling it is useful

to examine the magnitude of the negative income effect apart from the

schooling status effect and to examine the income effect for 'students

and nonstudents. In Table 4, therefore, we present in the first six

rows the income coefficients from labor supply regressions which contain



TABLE 4

SEO Income Coefficients for Labor Supply N

With and Without Controlling for School Status
co

Married Males Single Males Single Females

OE NEY "HE NEY HE NEY

--------
With Standardizing

HLFA -.0166 (4.2) -.0268 (0.7) -.0089 (2.9) -.0061 (0.6) .0008 (0.2) -.0007 (0.1)

HEMP
A -.0100 (1.8) -.0017 (0.0) -.0093 (2.9) -.0089 (0.8) -.0002 (0.0) -.0125 (1.5)

EMPDUMA
-.20.10-5 (1.0) .83.10-5 (0.4) .01.10-5 (0.0) -2.07.10-5 (3.2) .18.10-5 (0.7) .19.10-5 (0.4)

HWKSW -.00006 (0.2) .00094 (0.4) -.00010 (0.7) -.00044 (1.0) -.00004 (0.2) -.00061 (2.2)

HWKSW "::' 40 .00005 (0.2) -.00001 (0.0) -.00005 (0.5) -.00049 (1.5) -.00010 (0.8) -.00052 (2.4)

WKDUMSW
-.23.10-5 (0.4) -1.70.10-5 (0.3) -.06.10-5 (0.2) -1.12.10-5 (1.2) -.44.10-5 (1.2) -1.43.10-5 (2.3)

Without Standardizing

HLFA -.0413 (5.7) -.1506 (2.2) -.0258 (5.4) -.0335 (2.1) -.0115 (1.8) -.0125 (1.1)

HEMP
A -.0342 (4.2) -.1120 (1.5) -.0247 (5.3) -.0339 (2.2) -.0113 (1.8) -.0233 (2.1)

EMPDUMA
-.47.10-5 (2.3) -.53.10-5 (0.3) -.16.10-5 (0.8) -2.35.10-5 (3.5) .056.10-5 (0.2) .068.10-5 (0.2)

HWKSW -.00059 (2.0) +.00047 (0.2) -.000468 (3.3) -.000492 (1.0) -.000270 (1.5) -.000734 (2.3)

HWKSW "::' 40 -.00038 (1.6) -.00038 (0.2) -.000378 (3.3) -.000535 (1.4) -.000335 (2.3) -.000645 (2.5)

WKDUMSW
-.96.10-5 (1.8) -2.34.10-5 (0.5) -.79.10-5 (2.5) -1.23.10-5 (1.1) -.89.10-5 (2.3) -1.67.10-5 (2.5)
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a schoolirrg:' status independent ,v:ariable.and·,:compare .these'with'.the

.ahalogous coefficients.' frofu·;.Table 2 .l~ When·s.choo1"statusc is held

constant, the'coefficients ih thef;irst"s'±:x"rows indicate that.' income

effect.s are still generally negative. 'But. the:ahsoluteo'value of··.the

coefficients is, generally much smaller and'. only a'. few of .the.:coefficients

. are significantly different,· from zero at the .95 level.

As wSI!indicatedearlier',. we expect, larger incomeelastic.ities for

those in schoo:l' than those out of. school. .. Regression· coefficients.for

'"those. in and out of school.are presented in.TableS and. the corr.~sp-ond

ing elasticities' in Table6.
19

As 'predicted, .t he income elasticit ies"for""young people are. generally ..

much gre'ater for those inschoolthah·for:.thoseL out: of scihool.,:especially

:for the eS.timates based ort NEY.and'continuous measures .. of, labor'supply.

For- those'out: oL school, ,theestimates~for' both' young ,an.d·prime' age males

are:generally 'very small.. While, we'hadexpected' Bomewhat,larger:':income

elasticities ,for the young men' out ,of school, theitincome.coeff:icients

may' have a' downward bias, sincedifEerences· in. demand for'.di,fferent, .skill

classes of, labor may be.' refl:ected in'the·coefficients.: Ifc..so; the:.large

positive estimatesfor:married. male·s,based. on.theL.survey week measures

'of: labor supply maY'reflecta,particularlyst~ong'cas,e' of this:.bias.

, For young' single:· females out of:s:chooLtthe.,incomee:tasticit.y:esti-

mates are considerably smaller. .thanforprime.age.:singlefemales.· ., While

we, did not: expect as.largea:diff.erencie·· between:the.twoage.·gl.':.oups, we

.. didexpect"somewhat·smallerelasticities:for,(the;'younge.rgroup :since- -they

,,; ,.may be. quite oriented toward, saving up a nes.t>'egg::before', marrying .and

having.children.



TABLE 5

Income Coefficients--By School Status w
0

Married Males Single Males Single Females

OE NEY HE NEY HE NEY

*In School

HLFA -.0238 (3.2) -.0727 (1.3) .0068 (1.0) -.0096 (0.9) -.0012 (0.1) -.0061 (0.3)

HEMPA -.0332 (3.1) -.0688 (0.9) .0112 (1.5) -.0088 (0.7) -.0043 (0.5) -.0047 (0.2)

EMPDUM
A

-.80.10-5 (2.1) 2.87.10-5 (1.0) .03'10-5 (0.1) -2.60.10-5 (3.5) -.33'10-5 (0.7) .35'10-5 (0.3)

HWKSW -.00019 (0.4) -.00370 (0.9) -.00014 (0.6) -.00005 (0.1) -.00033 (1.1) -.00079 (1. 2)

HWKSW ~ 40 -.00043 (1.1) -.00380 (1.2) -.00027 (1.4) -.00011 (0.3) -.00027 (1.2) -.00038 (0.8)

WKDUM
SW

-.91'10-5 (0.9) -13.65'10-5 (1.7) -.66'10-5 (1.2) -.11'10-5 (0.1) -.88'10-5 (1.4) -1.50'10-5 (1.0)

Out of School

HLFA -.0036 (0.7) -.0280 (0.7) -.0120 (1.8) -.0065 (0.3) .0044 (0.8) -.0044 (0.5)

HEMPA .0075 (1. 0) -.0094 (0.2) -.0168 (2.4) -.0251 (1.1) .0051 (0.8) -.0190 (2.1)

EMPDUMA
.14 '10-5 (0.5) -.58'10-5 (0.3) .07'10-5 (0.2) -.18'10-5 (0.1) -5 -.14'10-5 (0.3).13·10 (0.4)

HWKSW .00017 (0.5) .00480 (1.8) .00004 (0.2) -.00020 (0.3) .00016 (0.8) -.00056 (1.9)

HWKSW ~ 40 .00037 (1. 3) .00382 (1.9) .00016 (1.0) -.00032 (0.7) .00007 (0.5) -.00054 (2.4)

WKDUMSW
.49'10-5 (0.7) 7.86'10-5 (1.6) .47'10-5 (1.0) -.92'10-5 (0.7) .07'10-5 (0.2) -1.44'10-5 (2.2)

-
*While separate NEY variables were run for those in school (excluding miscellaneous NEY) and those out of school (including

miscellaneous NEY), the OE coefficients for those in school are actu~lly results for the interaction between OE and being in
school.



TABLE 6

Inc.ome Elasticities by Sc.hool Status

Ages 20...,24

31

Ages 25-5'4

In School Not in School Not in School

OE NEY OE* NEY NEY

Married Male

HLF
A

HEMP
A

EMPDUMA
HWKSW
HWKSW ~40

WKDUMSW

HLFA
HEMPA
EMPDUMA
HWKSW
HWKSW £ 40

WKDUMSW

-.19

-.19

-.05

-.01

-.02

-.04

-.15

,-.17

+.16

-.15

-.19

-.03

-.51

-.50

+.2.0

-1.11

-1.18

-1.31

-.29

-.26

- .. 42

-.08

-.19

-.02

-.01 -.09

+.03 -.03

+.01 ,-.04

+.03 +.78

+.07 +.71

+.04 +.56

Single Male

-.09 -.05

-.13 -.20

+.01 -.02

+.01 -.07

+.06 -.13

+.07 -.14

Single Females

-.06

-.05

-.04

+.05

-.00

-.01

-.12

- .. 07

-.02

.10

-.08

-.12

HLFA +.08 -.15 +.03 -.03 -.37

HEMPA +.02 - .. 12 +.04 -.15 -.38

EMPDUMA +.07 +.05 +.02 -.02 - .• 33

HWKSW -.26 -1.20 +.06 -.21 -.61

HWKSW < 40 -,.38 -.73 +.03 -.22 -.50-
WKDUMSW -.31 -.56 +.01 -.22 -.45

*HE for single males and females.
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To summarize the results presented thus far, the labor supply of

young males is more income elastic than that of prime age males because

time spent in school is very income elastic. That is, both the decisions

of whether or not to attend school and, once in school, of how much time

to devote to study vis-a-vis market work are very income elastic. But

for those not in school, the labor supply appears quite income inelastic.

The income elasticity estimates for young single females are generally a

little lower than for young single men and much lower than for prime age

single females.

Finally let us look at some results for low-wage subsamples of the

total population. For married males we restricted the sample to men with

a potential wage of less than three dollars per hour. For single men and

women we used a similar cutoff except applied to the family head rather

than to the young person himself. Regression results for both the low

wage and total samples are presented in Table 7.

For married males the other earnings coefficients are generally about

the same in the low-wage sample as in the total sample, but the NEY coeffi

cients differ greatly. In the labor supply equations they shift from strongly

negative in the total sample to moderately positive in the low-wage sample

while in the school equation the reverse shift occurs. These results suggest

that, while in the total sample the NEY variable is also picking up taste

and/or wealth effects to a major extent, in the low-wage sample (where there

is much less NEY) greater labor supply leads to more income, more assets,

and thus more NEY.

For single males there are no major differences in the results for

the two samples. For single females, however, there. are some puzzling

differences. Specifically, there is a stronger (positive) relation between
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NEY and schooling in, the low wage sample but a negative relation between

heads earnings and school status.

Income Effect Estimates for Young Married Women

For married women, 20-24, we shall focus our greatest attention on

results disaggregated by the presence of children since the presence of

young children has a great impact on both the average level of wives

I b I d I · i . 20 W b . h . ha or supp y an on our e ast~c ty est~mates. e eg~n, owever, w~t

an analysis of the total sample since the decision to have children, and

especially the timing of children, may be determined in part by economic

factors. Consequently we ,expect stronger income (and substitution) labor

supply elasticities when we do not control for presence of children.

The biases for young wives should be similar to those for older wives.

For the income estimates these include (1) the possibility of a cross-

substitution effect when we use husband's earnings and (2) the relation

of NEY to wealth and class differences in tastes on the one hand and to

the wife's earnings on the other.

Regression coefficients are presented in Table 8. Since very few

wives are in school, we present results only for the total sample (not

controlling for school status) and for those not in school. Elasticity

estimates are presented later along with the comparable figures for wives

with and without young children.

The results in Table 8 indicate that there is generally a signifi-

cant negative relation between husband,' s earnings and the wife's labor

supply. As expected, this relationship is considerably stronger if we

do not standardize for the presence of children. On the other hand, the

NEY coefficients are nearly always positive (though statistically insignifi

cant) probably because of the effect of the wive's labor supply on family
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income, assets, and thus NEY. This same line of reasoning probably explains

why there is a negative relation between NEY and the wife's schooling.

The negative relation between husband's earnings and wife's schooling is

more puzzling, but probably occurs because both are going to school

simultaneously. Hopefully we can take account of this problem (and the

problem of women having a different marital or child status in the survey

week than last year) in future results. For the moment we can simply

concentrate on the results for those out of school.

When we disaggregate by presence (and age) of children, we have

stronger expectations for how the results for young wives are likely to

compare with those for wives, 25-54. For young wives with children we

expect income (and substitution) elast;i.cities similar to those for older

wives with children the same age. For young wives without children,

however, we expect somewhat lower income elasticities than for older

wives with no children (under age 18) because most such wives are likely

to be trying to purchase consumer durables and accumulate a nest egg

before having children.. Moreover, in contrast to older wives whose

children have grown, younger wives do not experience the economic and/or

psychological difficulties involved in reentering the labor market.

The results are presented in Table 9. The NEY coefficients are

now often negative and very large in absolute value, but are still never

statistically significant. While the HE coefficients are always negative,

they are only statistically significant for those with children.

Elasticity estimates are presented in Table 10. The estimates

based on NEY are quite erratic and probably do not deserve much atten

tion because of the biases mentioned above and because of the very small
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"SEOlncome c,Goe£f;icients 'forli'lives, ,20.:J.24 , "N.ot in ',;School
D:Lsaggri:gatedbyPresence·>o.:t',Children
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HE

,Kids

NEY HE

NO'Kids

.NEY

HLF,A

HEMP
A

'-'"".0510 '(3.,'2) ,~.1514 ;(1)4),~~031:6 !(L5) ,-:".0043 (0.0)
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TABLE 10

gEO Income Elasticity Estimates for Wives, 20-24,
Who Are Not in School

Total Ages 25-54

No Kids Control Kids Control Kids Control

HE NEY HE NEY HE NEY

HLFA -.54 -.37 -.40 -.73 -.44 -.22

HEMPA -.55 -.28 -.41 -.66 -.43 -.20

EMPDUMA -.37 +.68 -.29 +.48 -.33 -.18

HWKSW -.47 -.98 -.35 -1.07 -.45 -.23

HWKSW 2. 40 -.46 -.98 -.34 -1.06 -.45 -.25

WKDUMSW -.46 -1.10 -.36 -1.14 -.31 -.22

Kids < 6 No Kids

20-24 25-54 20-24 25-54

HE NEY HE NEY HE NEY HE NEY

HLFA -.65 -1.94 -.58 .00 -.16 -.02 -.31 -.47

HEMPA -.71 -1.99 -.59 +.04 -.14 +.13 -.32 -.44

EMPDUMA -.44 +.32 -.40 -.19 -.07 +.56 -.24 -.38

HWKSW -.70 -2.16 -.70 -.17 -.03 -.88 -.32 -.46

HWKSW ":' 40 -.71 -2.29 -.66 -.26 -.01 -.77 -.33 -.49

WKDUMSW -.38 -1.21 -.68 -.11 -.04 -.90 -.30 -.47
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average values of NEY fory:oungwives (see I'ablel). Fbrt,unately, the

estimates bas.ed on husband's, earnings ,ar.e .mor.einteresticng:.

As long as we standardiz.e for p.resenee and .age·'ofcihildren (as we

did for older wives), the elasticity estimates hasedon husband '.s earn

ings are Slightly lower for wives, 20-.24, :than for. those 25-54.,' The

most interesting. compa'rison:s, however"are when we disaggregat'eby age

of youngest child . For those·withchi.ldren less than six, the .husband 's

earnings elasticity estimates are. very similar for young ,and prime age

wives. On theo,ther hand, .the corresp.o,nding·est::imates,f,or ,those with no

children ar.e Gonsiderably low.er for ,the young wives.than for the' prime

age group. These results, :based on husband 's earnings £ooront of school

wives, correspond quite well .:with our:a priori expectations •.

VI. WAGE RATE AND SUBSTITU1TON EFFKCTS "

For a varie,tyof reasons discuss.e·d ,earlier,:the LNPW coefficients

and substitution elasticities ,for yOl!l:ng :people are f.arless reliable

than the income coefficient'S and .elas.ticities. In. Table!l the LNPW

coefficients from the l.aborsupply, .school ,and. ac,tivity status regres""

sions are presented. Because ,the rest6f,the·wage r.ate.coefficients.

are not comparable to those for other, 'groups;. and. t.endtobeextremely

unreliable in Table 12we .irepor;tthew'age rate and ,substittit:ion elas.tic:

ities only, for young people not in. schooL.

Given the positive near mechanical relationshipbetweell ,the:poten

tial wage rate and ordinaryschooJ.. attendance, the sigriHi:cant.'flositive

coefficient~ for school.last year arenotsurpris·ing.. It is surprising,

however,that there is a negative relationship for si:ngle males·for school



TABLE 11
LnPw Coefficients for Young People ~

0
----

Married Single Single Married Females (with kid control variables)

Males Males Females .Total Kid No Kid

SLY .294 (4.2) .166 (1.8) .180 (2.5) .385 (8.2) .226 (4.3) .602 (6.5)

SLW .262 (3.3) -.176 (1.8) .035 (0.5) .260 (6.8) .245 (6.4) .294 (3.5)

ACTLY all active .090 (3.6) .119 (3.7) .294 (4.0) .326 (2.9) .201 (3.0)

ACTLW .039. (0.7) -.024 (0.4) .155 (2.7) .379 (4.8) .380 (3.6) .317 (2.6)

Interaction Term
for Those
in School:

HLFA -67 (2.1) -315 (5.6) -524 (6.1) -395 (2.5) -274 (1.1) -178 (0.8)

HEMPA -37 (0.8) -240 (4.1) -507 (5.6) -378 (2.4) -286 (1.2) -125 (0.6)

EMPDUMA .028 (1.7) -.072 (2.0) -.146 (3.0) -.115 (1.1) -.001 (0.0) .010 (0.1)

HWKSW -10.0 (4.0) -16.7 (7.1) -16.5 (5.5) -5.8 (1. 7) -10.6 (2.1) -4.0 (0.8)

HWKSW 2. 40 .".8.7 (4.5) -14.5 (8.0) -14.2 (6.2) -5.9 (1.8) -10.4 (2.2) -4.6 (0.9)

WKDUMSW -.180 (3.8) -.347 (6.4) -.342 (5.1) -.097 (1.1) -.178 (1.3) -.081 (0.6)

Out of School:

HLFA 7.9 (0.2) 413 (4.1) 439 (4.5) 563 (4.3) 287 (1.6) 781 (3.8)

HEMPA 46.0 (0.6) 310 (2.9) 442 (3.8) 620 (4.8) 386 (2.3) 802 (3.9)

EMPDUMA .034 (1. 3) .221 (3.3) .191 (5.9) .199 (2.4) .148 (1.2) .204 (2.2)

HWKsW -0.4 (0.1) 8.0 (1.8) 14.2 (0.7) lD.O (2.9) 4.9 (1.1) 10.3 (1. 7)

HWKsW 2. 40 4.0 (1.4) 10.7 (3.4) 15.6 (5.3) 9.9 (3.0) 5.6 (1.4) 10.0 (1. 7)

WKDUMSW .115 (1.7) .258 (2.6) .433 (5.0) .279 (3.1) .239 (2.1) .219 (1.4)
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TABLE 12

Wage Rate and S4bstitution Elasticities for Y04ug People
. . Who Ar.e Out .of School .

tI1":F
A

HEMPp"

EMPDUMA

HwKSw:
HwK' < 40. SW-

wKDtmsW

. HLP
A

»EMI\~.

EMPDUMi\.

HWK·:' SW
HWK-', < 40: 'SW ~ ,

wKnUMSW

Married Males Single Mgles Single Females Married Females

Total Kid No Kid

20-24 25-54 20-24 25-54 20-24 25-54 20~24 25-54 20-24 25-54 20-24 25-54,

-~----

Wage Elasticity

,dd ~02 ,25 .b!5 .27 ~22 .67 .43 .50 .34 .50 .54

:02 .05. .20 :17 ,29 .23 ;78 .47 ,76 .39 .53 .59
;.-.

.03 .Q1 .24 .01 . 21 .i5 .33 ;3d .30 ,28 .22 .32

'-.01 .05 .26 ,19 ,47 .29 .68 .66 .46 .67 .41 .66

.il .d9 .46 .2P .55 .23 .70 .67 .56 ,62 .40 ,68. , .

,iZ- .07 . 35 .16 :57 .25 .7Q .64 .80 .67 .33 .?6

:~i_ . 07- ,27 . ·tP .2p ,48 - ,75 ~49 .5§ ,,39
---" .5!> .6p..

, '..'-

Ob .b9 ;23 ,23 .28 ;46 ;87 ;52 .85 :44 ,58 .65

obi :P4 ;24 .03 .21 .32 .35 .35 •. 3(j ,32 .24 .31

,::.03 .pl .26 dl ,4( .69 .~5 072 ,55 ,72 .-42 - .12
~ .. ;

.06 .Q~ .315
..

.54,2(j ,43 .77 .73 .65 ,67 .40 :75

.09 .06 .33 .26 .57 .52 .78 .70 .85 .7i ,34 .62

*Based on OE or HE estimates fot young people. For wives we USe the estimates controlling for. age of youngesF
chiid,

~
i-i
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in the survey week. Perhaps single men with relatively little schooling

are more likely to attend night school. In any case, we believe these

coefficients are not very informative. As noted above, during the year

at one time or another all males either worked or attended school. For

other groups there is generally a positive relation between the potential

wage and activity status last year, probably reflecting both differences

in job opportunities and tastes for schooling and market work vis-a-vis

home work and leisure.

The wage rate coefficients for those attending school are often

negative, a result that is not surprising in view of the negative bias

in the wage rate coefficient which arises out of the fact that those in

school who work will normally have completed fewer years of school than

those of the same age who do not work. The coefficients in the survey

week are more negative (at least for males) in large part because they

measure the difference between the labor supply of those enrolled in

night school a~d those enrolled in day school. This is the extreme case

of the bias discussed above. Individuals enrolled in night school will

have completed fewer grades of school and therefore be assigned lower

potential wage rates than those of the same age who are enrolled in day

school. But they are likely to be enrolled in night school rather than

day school precisely because they are working full time or near full

time.

More important wage rate results can be obtained by restricting

the analysis to young 'people who are not in school. None of the wage

rate coefficients for married males not in school are statistically

significant. The wage rate coefficients and elasticity estimates for

the other groups are substantially more positive than those for married
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males.. As with the married. men, the s.±gns· of: the.. wag·e'rate:' co.e·£ftcient:s:

iil.the sing:leregression are less posit.ive.. for>HWK.SW than: fdr' HWKSW 2.. 40.

This suggests· that young singl.e people with low wage. rates.a.re more likely

than those with high wage rates to be unempl.o'yed, but given'employment

they are more likely to work overtime.;, WhiI:e.this:;'negat:iVce:'re'lationship'

between overtime and wage rates may reflect aninc:ome'effeQt. it is: also.

possihle. that thos:e' with low: po:tential wag,e rates wilL g~net'al1y have been

out of school longer and. thus may have' acquired. more oppor.tunit:i.es for. and;

iriterest in overtime.

In Table 12. we p.resent. wage and subs-t:itutiou' e1astici.ty. estimates.

For' married males, the wage e1as-ticibies: are about: .the same; for the

young as for. the. prime ages~ While the,' sub:st'itution elas·ticities are-

generally smaller, for the young',. we. think·that this dif:Ee:r.ent:ial may

resul,t mainly from a large. positive.,. Bias;,. in:~ the;income;,.elastic.ity· esti...

mates for' the. younger men.>

For single males the estimatres are,. de'fih±tely' somewhat:,'higher for'

those 20-2.4 than for those 2.5-54, which iscon:s±ste.nt,· wH::li ourexpecta~'

tion that young single men would be'under less: ·preBsure.. to;work. (While

demand, factors probably play' a role" the larger dif.ferenti:als for' HLFi

than for HEMP
A

suggest· that some: other f·act.o.r:01s} :mus:t'· also. be involved. ) 21.

For sirrg'1.e females;, the' substitution· elast:ici.by; is: larger-for. those.

2.5:""54, at least for the..' annual results.; .Tlle. differ,ences·:areattributable.

to differences in income elas·ticit'ies:~. This ·f,iridingmakes;·sense. if we

assume that:· older.. single women are:mor.E:c, ori'ented. toward·;consump.tion (e.g•. ,.

housing; leisure): arid less towardinves·tment (setting: away, a, nest'. egg'

for after marriage, clothes. to help att'raC't:a husband",. etc;.). .The.: larger

differential for theannuarresults, may: reflect· the. desi:r:e-~of5'older-single
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women to take time off for travel and other vacations if they can afford

to do so.

As indicated earlier, for comparing results for young and p~ime-

age wives the most relevant comparisons can be made when we disaggregate

by presence of (young) children. For wives with no children the wage

and substitution elasticity estimates based on the annual measures of

labor supply are about the same for the young and the prime age groups.

For the survey week the estimates are lower for the young wives, probably

primarily because all the survey week substitution elasticities for prime

age wives are unnaturally high for some reasons we do not yet understand

(perhaps a seasonality factor of some kind).

For wives with young children the substitution elasticities based

on the annual measures are larger for the young wives than for the

prime age group. Perhaps this reflects a greater preference for market

versus home work among highly educated young wives with children (which

may be related to the recent emphasis on "women's lib").

In summary, our wage results for young males are subject to unusually

severe biases except perhaps for those out of school. the wage results

for the latter group, which are subject to the normal positive biases, with

the exception of m~SW ~ 40 yield very small substitution elasticity

estimates for young married men, but larger estimates for young single

men.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have estimated income, wage, and substitution

elasticities for young males and females. When we do not standardize

for schooling, most of the income elasticity estimates are reasonably
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large, mainly because of the effect of income on schooling. Except for

wives, the income estimates for those out of school are quite small.

Due to various biases we only calculate wage and substitution elasticities

for those out of school. These estimates are very low for married males,

somewhat higher for single males and females, and moderately high for

wives.
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FOOTNOTES

lEconomic theory assumes that an individual's choice between work
and leisure (or other nonwork activities) depends on his net wage rate
and his nonwage income. Since, other things being equal, the indivi
dual is assumed to prefer leisure to work, an increase in his nonwage
income will lead him to work less and "consume" more leisure. In other
words, there is a negative income effect on labor supply.

A change in the net wage will have a similar income effect on
labor supply. However, there will also be a positive substitution
effect in this case since an increase in the net wage means that each
hour of leisure is now more expensive. Thus an increase in the wage
may lead to either an increase or a decrease in the supply of labor
depending on whether the substitution or income effect dominates.

Income transfer programs involve a guarantee, G, the amount of
income a given individual or family will receive if they have no other
income and a marginal tax rate, r, the rate at which the income support
decreases as the family's earnings and other sources of income increase.
Income maintenance programs not only increase the beneficiary family's
nonwage income, but, if the marginal tax rate is positive, also reduce
the net wage of each family member. Thus both the total income effect
and the substitution effect will act to reduce the family's work effort.

Some income transfer programs have a zero guarantee and a negative
marginal tax rate. These earnings or wage subsidy programs could lead to
either increases or decreases in labor supply because while they increase
income, they also increase the cost of leisure by increasing net wage
rates.

2The results reported in these pape~s will constitute a major part
of our forthcoming monograph on The Labor Supply Effects of Income
Maintenance Programs.

3The activity status concept originated with Bowen and Finegan.
According to their definition a young person who is either in school
or in the labor force is active while an individual who is neither in
school nor in the labor force is categorized as inactive.

4While many forms of homework unlike education do not have an invest
ment component it is quite likely that caring for young children, a very
important element of the homework of women with young children, does have
an important investment component. Even if it turns out that early child
hood care has little effect on the child's future, mothers behave as if
they believe that the kind of care they give their young children is
important for investment as well as consumption purposes.
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5For,;,reasons discussed later our data do not ,p,eJ:'mit,: us to estimate
reliable wage rate effects for the total sample.

6We use only the 1967 SED data because,.\only part 0'f'the1966 sample
,was re.,..interviewed in 1967 and the .1967 questionnaire is;,superior in a
number of. .,ways ,the most 'important of which is ,that an hourly wage rate
variable is.available ,for 1967 but not for 1966. Weuse!."the self--weighting
.sample a'nly.because it is sufficiently large to. makere:l!iance on the ov:er-

,',sampled poor. part of. the sample unnecessary. Moreover.·,,·we,have somequs'lms
".,ahout using the E:!upplementary suhsample because we. beli'evethat.:the"way,ithe

,samplewascho,sen ,may introduces.ome .biases ,into our resul.ts • While' it is
.possible to weight,the total. sample, in .such a£ashionthat it"corresponds
to ,thecsel:£--weighting. sample, there is not a one--for.,.one, '.correspondence

, ,between the method of.,selecting ,the supplementary sub-sample ,and the method
of ,assigning the weights.

,7The ;;surveyweek took place in early.',;spring. Unemp:.:Loyment isg.enerally
,higher ,than average in this period.

~ThefOllowing ·information on the family 'a, asset ,pos.±t,ion is available
in:,the .SED: (I) market value,and,:mQrtgage or. ;other.debt ,of"farms8:~!ibusi.nes-

.ses or.profe'ssionalpractices, (2),...:marketvalue"ancl,,,debtof:realres.tate,
{3)..'manke,tvalueand :debt of•.own·::home, -(4,) money inchecking",sa:v::Lngsaccounts,
or any place else, (5 ) stocks, bonds ,and personal .,.loansand mortgages,
(6) marketvalue.anddebt of motor vehi:cles, (7) other, assets (excluding

'p:ersonal belongings and.:furniture) , and (8}consumerdebt.

Aconcep.tuallyappropriate. measure of. N;EYwould:include ,imputed returns
t.O .assets as well as reported returns from assets. A house no 1ess .·than a
bond produces a stream of goods and services unrel:ated to current work effort.
If assets with no re.ported return vary directly (:Lnversely) with measured or
reported nonemployment,failure to impute a return to assets will lead to a
,negative (positive) bias in the NEY coefficient. But whiIe it is clear that
"some return should be, imputed to assets, doing so creates several problems.

Eirst, it. is not clear what inter,es.t rate to -,use,:for ' imputing returns
to these assets. The interest rate is important hecause , .given observations
on labor .supply .. and net worth, the NEY,coefficient .will vary ,inversely with
the interest rate.

A second much more serious prohlem is that certain kinds of assets are
likely to be spur.iouslycorrelated with labor .supply. For ,three reasons,
:this problem is .likely to be especially severe for equity in one ' shome.
First ,the supply of mortgage loans will d.epend in part on'.how st.eady a
:Worker the individual is • Second, home mv:nershipnornia.lly entails a commit
:ment to ,steady work to .repay a large mortgage debt • Fina.lly ,<both home
. ownership and full--time work are, in part; reflections of, individual charac
t.eristics such as steadiness and.ambition.
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8 (cont.)

The spurious positive correlation between home ownership and labor
supply may dominate the theoretical negative relationship between NEY and
labor supply if an imputed return to the individual's equity in his home
is added to reported NEY. Home equity accounts for about one-half of all
assets for which no return is reported. And, even if only a 5 percent
return is imputed to home equity, this one source of imputed NEY will be
slightly larger than total reported NEY.

Finally, data on assets in the SEO are frequently missing so that an
additional cost of trying to impute returns to assets is the loss of all
the missing data observations.

Given the above arguments, we believe that an alternative procedure
to imputing income to assets is desirable. The simplest alternative, which
we have adopted, is to include in all regressions in addition to a reported
NEY variable, a variable which measures the value of assets that have no
reported return in the SEO. This approach not only provides a solution to
the spurious correlation problem but also solves (or skirts) the problem
of choosing the appropriate interest rate to impute assets.

9The statement in the text should be qualified slightly. Guarantees
and implicit marginal tax rates vary from state to state. In addition,
eligibility depends upon other variables besides income. But for each P.A.
beneficiary in the sample, it remains true that numerous nonbeneficiaries
living in the same state, with the same family size, potential wage rate,
and other characteristics, have the same budget constraint.

10The point in the text can be illustrated with the aid of the diagram.
Hours worked is measured from left to right on the horizontal axis and total
income is measured along the vertical axis. Assume both individuals have
a market wage rate of OW. Further assume that if they earn less than G
dollars (work less than H hours) they are eligible for a public assistance
subsidy equal to $G less whatever they earn. Hence, the budget line is
OGJW. (Although not all public assistance programs have implicit 100 per
cent tax rates as depicted in Figure 1, most did in 1967, the year when
our SEO data were collected. The basic analysis is not altered by assuming
a less than 100 percent tax rate.) II represents an indifference curve of
man I. It is tangent to the JW segment of the budget line at El' Man I,
therefore, works F hours and receives no public assistance. 12 represents
the indifference curve of man II. Man II clearly has a much stronger
aversion to work (vis-a-vis income) than does man I. He achieves a corner
solution at E2' works 0 hours and receives OG dollars in public assistance.
Clearly, to the extent that work reductions are a voluntary response to the
availability of transfers, the transfer is a proxy for taste differences.
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10 (cont.)
$

Q~ --J'---_--L- _

Total
Income

G~--------:A('
J

H F Hours Worked

Figure 1

111 . . h' h . d 1 b 1 h d 1n a prev~ous paper ~n w I.C·· we .examJ..ne . a or supp y sce .u es
dfnrEemale heads of'households, we.alsoexamine thelab.or supplyelaatic
i:ties of. this group with respect to guarantees and tax ''r'ates in the ,Aid

.to ,Families. with. Dependent Childrenprogr.am. Because there are so few
'0therP .A. beneficiaries ,thisprocedure is 'not viable with 'other' ,demo
graphic groups.

There are two.;reasons for simply excluding P.A. beneficiaries in other
groups from the.:sample. First, hecause of the implicit marginal ,tax rates
in the P.A. programs, it is difficult , in some casesimp,ossible, to specify
the potentially effe,c.t,ive wage rate that c,onfronts P .A •.b.enefic.iaries.
Consequently, inq.luding P .A. beneficiaries may distort .wage, rate c.oefficients.
:Ln addition, sinc.e a. potential beneficiary must dispose oJ.t,his·.,.assets ,other

.than his home before he .. can ..qualify for.public .assistance, P .A.;.heneficiaries
will have no nontransfer NEY. At the same.t.ime their labor ,supply will be
dow. Thus including "them in the sample,and.excluding P.A.payments from NEY
,may lead to a positive bias in theNEY.coeHicient. On,.the .otherhand,
.since P .A. benefici.aries .can be. expected to ,have ,lower.thanaverage wage rates
"and to work less;than average, simply.excluding.themcould:lead to a negative
bias in the WR coefficient. Since the NEY coefficients were virtually the

i same,.but the wage 'rate,coefficientswerelessp.ositivewhen P .A•.heneficiaries
;wereexclucled, with the exception offemale .."heads of, ,hous.eholds we report
'results only from; samples which exclude P .A.beneficiaries.

l2While it would be possible in principle to estimate the response of
the unemployed to the parameters of the UC program that they confront, in
practice it is nearly impossible to identify these parameters from the SEQ
data.
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l3We use family head's income rather than total other earnings for
single people living with their parents since the mother may often work
to help put the children through school.

l4Hourly wage rates are unavailable
work for wages during the survey week.
employed and the unemployed.

for all individuals who did not
This includes both the self-

"
l5There are some other less important sources of measurement error.

Of these perhaps the most important stems from the confusion between gross
and net earnings. Although interviewers were instructed to obtain normal
gross weekly earnings, because many individuals are likely to know only
their take home pay, there is undoubtedly some error due to confusion
between gross and net. Experience in the New Jersey Income Maintenance
Experiment suggests that it took many interviews for families to learn
the distinction well and to consistently report gross earnings. See Harold
W. Watts and John Mamer, "Wage Rate Responses," in Final Report of the
Graduated Work Incentives Experiment in New Jersey and Pennsylvania
(Report to the Office of Economic Opportunity, August 1973).

Note that when hours worked is the dependent variable, the measurement
error will not be random. The wage rate variable will be negatively corre
lated with the error term and a negative bias will result.

l6Because the major rationale for estimating these labor supply func
tions is to use them to estimate the effects of transfer progams on labor
supply, this is a definite advantage which will be important in our forth
coming monograph on the issue of the effects of transfer programs on labor
supply.

To calculate the reductions implied by the coefficients, one can
multiply the income coefficient by the NIT guarantee, and, multiply the
wage rate coefficient by the difference between NIT tax rate and the tax
rate of beneficiaries. The percentage reduction is simply the sum of
these two divided by the mean labor supply of the sample population.

l7While on the job training (OJT) gives work in these early years
investment aspect, there is also some OJT aspects for prime-aged males.
Moreover, the accumulation of seniority status is likely to provide just
as strong an economic incentive for prime-aged males to work continuously
as any potential benefits the young might derive from OJT.

l8When the labor supply variable is last year, we use our measure of
schooling last year as our control variable. When the labor supply variable
is for the survey week, we use the survey week schooling measure.
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19Thes.e .coefficients are obtained by adding v.ariables interacting
school status with .ourincome variable.s. For NEY we use. separ.at.e vari
abl.es for those in and out, of school. For DE and HE we add; a vari'ahle
for DE (or HE)tim.es school status.

20Forwives 20.;;2'4 we have exclud.edthosewi,th children aged six o:r
older part::I:y bec.ause we suspect that those.who have children.at .a v.ery
young age may have different labor supply beha:vior ,than other-s .and
partly so tha.t when we dod,isaggregate by presenceo,f .chiu.dren our resul:t:s
will be re.:ts;onahly comparahleto the results for wives 25....54 -.when.the
lat.t.er aredisaggregat.ed by age of youngest child.

2lIf yO,u,ng single males hav,e difficulty finding a job, they may b~
much mor.e lik.ely to ,drop out ,of the labor force than their older counter
parts who ar.e uncler s.imilar circums,tances. Thus this differ.enc.e ini3:tti
tudes may interac:t with demand factors to account for ,the observedpaittern
of results.




